This is a small
scale business,
not currently working
with any key partner
distributors. They could
become part of the
business if it grows in
scale.

Creative industry sub-sectors producing physical products,
such as fashion design, product design and visual arts should
identify most with this business model50.
Key partners play both a
functional and information
role in the business. Functional
partners are suppliers of
materials. Communities and
agencies are key informational
partners.

KEY PARTNERS

Manufacturers are not
key partners at this stage
of business development. This
is linked to the value proposition
which is to produce handmade, local
products. This could change as the
business develops. To maintain the core
value proposition, but also upscale, the
business could in future work with an
appropriate local manufacturer.

Material supplier
Development agencies
(e.g. arts, craft, enterprise)

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Local creative &
business networks
Craft & design community

Network members could
become clients e.g. bespoke
commissions. For example
Nämforsen Keramik and Made in
Medelpad provide tailored products
for client specific requests (e.g.
awards for local groups, gifts for
corporate visitors).

Handmade / Local
Durable
Quality
Natural
Environmental/
social impact

Niche market
Segmented niche markets, such as: Workshops for
local craft hobbyists and tourists
Seasonal/Occasion markets
(e.g. Christmas, Easter, tourist, weddings)

KEY ACTIVITIES
Craft product producer

CHANNELS
KEY RESOURCES
Skills / Materials
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New skills
Brand/Reputation
Seasonal staff
Resource & skill sharing

Crowdfunding is a useful
revenue stream for new,
innovative ideas and bespoke
products. For example Irish brand
Stem Watches crowdfunded to support
manufacturing costs where pledgers bought
products in advance of production for an
introductory price. Customers interested in
sustainability were targeted. Stem partnered
with Forest.org and a tree was planted with
every sale. This also helped to create the
Stem brand and associate the company
with organisations sharing its ethos.

Product designer Loved &
Upcycled exchanges its skills with
other creative professionals where
possible, in areas where it needs
services, such as photography,
graphic design and branding.

COST STRUCTURE
Quality driven
(premium product, higher price)

Sample Business Model 1:
Craft and Design Company

Quality and cost driven (economies of scope: varied
product range crossing different price points)

REVENUE STREAMS
Asset sale

KEY:

Elements of traditional business model
Elements of a more diversified, innovative business model

THEMES:
costs
connections
customers
50 Sample business model 1 is developed from the experiences of creative
professionals interviewed, as well as wider available resources and
supporting evidence from Van Andel et al., 2012 and Buttle, 2013.

Micro, start-up craft business,
employing its founder on a fulltime basis and other seasonal
staff if required for seasonal
markets.

Bespoke commissions
Crowdfunding
Maintenance/Repairs

Repairs as a revenue
stream can generate low
revenues. However it can
link to other areas of a business
model such as personal service
and environmental impact. Loved
& Upcycled offers a repair service
fixing products at no cost to
customers as part of its lifetime
guarantee.

Retail
Seasonal markets
Online sales
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Bespoke product editions
Seasonal products
Occasion products
Workshops

Creative entrepreneurs
operate in a crowded
marketplace and
differentiation, such as targeting
consumer segments or creating
unique products, can help gain
competitive advantage.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
Social media
Personal service
Co-creation
Video content
Newsletter with exclusives
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4.3.1 Goods-based generic
business model

4.3.2 Digital content-based
generic business model
Creative industry sub-sectors producing content based products, such
as music, TV and film should identify most with this business model51.

Key partners play both a
functional and information role
in the business. Communities
and agencies are key informational
partners. Linking with user
communities could help to develop
co-creation as an activity.

Tribal City uses its west of Ireland
location to inspire authentic content.
For example it is developing the
‘Ruins of Arann’ game which is based
around Irish mythology.

KEY PARTNERS
Publishers
Development agencies
(e.g. digital media, enterprise)
Successful games could provide
an opportunity for expansion
of key activities and partners
for example to the design sector
where merchandise is developed,
expanding its product offering

Key partners are linked to the value
proposition. Its subjective qualities
leads to linkages with partners
outside the games sector such as
education.

User communities
Social partners (e.g. education, charity sector)
Game development community
Local creative and business networks

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
Game publishers

Develop mobile and online games

Game players

Entertainment through authenticity
Games for education and training

KEY ACTIVITIES
Skills/staff
Software/hardware
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Intellectual Property
Publishing platforms
Brand reputation
Knowledge (e.g. technology change)

Sample Business Model 2:
Games Publisher and Developer
KEY:

Elements of traditional business model
Elements of a more diversified, innovative business model

THEMES:
costs
connections
customers

51 Sample business model 2 is developed from the experiences of creative
professionals interviewed, as well as wider available resources and supporting
evidence from: Searle, 2011, Uzelac, 2011 and Aulet, 2013.

The ‘serious games’
trend finds applications for
gaming beyond entertainment.
Education applications are vast, such
as developing cultural awareness in
peace building and creating immersive
education, such as in art history.
Gaming can also be applied to increase
interactivity with culture, such as in
the arts.

COST STRUCTURE
Content development
Platform costs
Free users
Paid users

Licensing intellectual property
is generally based on very strong,
successful content. However it should
be kept in mind as a potential revenue
stream. Games companies may exploit
intellectual property owned by others
to develop games e.g. successful
game shows or TV series.

REVENUE STREAMS
Commissions
Royalties
Project funding
Subscriptions
In game purchases
Freemium
Licenses

CHANNELS
Trade fairs
Digital publishing platforms
(e.g. Facebook, iTunes, Android marketplace)

User community/
game players: Providers
of online content must
understand and engage
with the demand side of the
market such as user habits,
expectations and tastes.
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KEY RESOURCES

Own content development
Self-publishing
Co-creation

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
Personal service (publishers)
Online user community
Community/
educational activities
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Development (commissions)

4.3.3 Arts generic business model
Creative industry sub-sectors in performing arts (e.g. theatre, music, dance) and
cultural organisations should identify most with this business model example52.
Key partners play both a
functional and information role
in the business. Communities
and agencies are key informational
partners. Linking with creative
sectors beyond performing arts
can catalyse innovative projects,
such as through use of digital
technologies.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Website
Newsletter
Social media

Professional theatre productions and
new theatre content

Use of digital technology and social media to
support strong audience engagement
Loyalty programme

Create novel theatre experiences focusing on
e.g. interactivity and audience engagement

KEY PARTNERS
Development agencies/Public funders
Performing arts professionals
Other theatre production companies
Creative sectors beyond performing arts

Moving away from a project based
business model could be approached
through short, medium and long
term strategic planning as one of the
company’s key activities. This strategic
plan then becomes a key resource as
part of the organisation.

COST STRUCTURE
Dynamic pricing e.g. ticket bundles
Dynamic programming

KEY RESOURCES
Performance space
Rehearsal space
Creative and performing arts professionals
Collaborators
Strategic plan
Brand
Digital technology
(to reach audiences, manage ticketing)
Alternative venues

Engage audiences prior
to performances using
crowdfunding to support
innovative productions or use of
alternative venues.

CHANNELS
Live performances
Touring performances
Live streaming
Recorded content streaming

Space rental: Actively
exploit fixed assets such as
buildings.

Resources might include innovative use
of non-traditional/alternative venues,
such as shopping centres and churches.

REVENUE STREAMS
Grants
Ticket sales

KEY:

Elements of a more diversified, innovative business model

Dynamic programming e.g.
additional shows in response to
high consumer demand.

THEMES:
costs
connections
customers
52 Sample business model 3 is developed from the experiences of creative professionals interviewed,
as well as wider available resources and supporting evidence from: Ballinran Entertainment, 2011;
Royce, 2011; Marsland and Krump, 2014 and Nesta, 2015.

Demand-tailored pricing could
stimulate consumption (e.g. 5 tickets
for price 4, loyalty benefits). Dynamic
pricing could offer early bird discounts
and final tickets at higher prices.
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Theatre productions
Original works development
Original productions
Collaborative productions
Cross-sector collaborative productions
(e.g. film, music, games, education)
Commissioned productions
Strategic planning and marketing

Elements of traditional business model

Theatre consumers
Schools
Corporate
Tourists
Specific productions targeted based on nature
of content and expected audience interest

KEY ACTIVITIES

Sample Business Model 3:
Independent Theatre Production

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Licensing fees
Leasing/venue rental fees
Crowdfunding

Customer segments: Contentdirected audience selection and
targeting (e.g. by demographics,
interests, habits, tastes).
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Project driven business models are
common in this field, such as focus
on specific theatre productions. A need
in the theatre sector to shift focus from
single projects to focusing on seasonal
programming and strategic focus on a
number of projects at various stages of
development has been highlighted.

Linked to value
proposition, building
a strong brand is an
important resource for arts
organisations.

Digital media offers novel ways
to engage (e.g. visual effects,
backstage insights, additional
content around the production,
recording of performance) and
interact with (e.g. audience reviews,
performer social networking)
audiences.

4.3.4 Business model template
Use this blank template to analyse your own business model and
reflect on possible innovative elements that could diversify your
business model.53 Use the table to describe the features of each
building block and the boxes to analyse why they are important.

KEY PARTNERS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
VALUE PROPOSITIONS

KEY ACTIVITIES
CHANNELS

Sample Business Model Template

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS
KEY:

Elements of traditional business model
Elements of a more diversified, innovative business model

THEMES:
costs
connections
customers
53 Template based on the ‘Business Model Canvas’. Download original version here:
https://strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
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KEY RESOURCES

